
Traders watch 23

The market indexes for the week were significantly lower following mixed sentiment for poor Q3
corporate earnings that triggered caution trading and unstable demand for equities on the floor of the
exchange. Also the gradual selling of smart money andmarket players to reposition their trades and
portfolio on the strength of numbers that emanated from the companies.

The Composite index NSEASI shed 810.72 points to close last week at 26,170.88 points, from an opening
figure of 26, 981.60 points, representing 3 percent decline on improved volume of trades to continue
four weeks bear market transition. Buying position of 10 percent of total volume traded for the week
and 90 percent selling volume to close the period.

NSEASI WEEKLY TIME FRAME

The NSEASI on a weekly time frame continued a downward trend after breaking down the
symmetrical triangle with index closing 3% lower for the past week. The momentum and
trending ability of the market on a weekly time frame is strong while on a daily time frame, the
down trend is strong as ADX is above 20 with –D1 and +D1 at 41.99 and 17.61
respectively. This is an indication that the market may remain in this direction depending on
market forces in the new week. The index is trading below its 20 and 50-Day moving average.
Traders should watch out for first and second support level at 25,988.40 and 25,532.76
respectively, any move up with 26, 441.03 and 26, 673.11 respectively.

Looking at technical indicators, the NSEASI closed below the lower band by 9.9%. Although
index has broken the lower band and a downside breakout is possible, the most likely scenario



is for the current trading range that NSEASI is in to continue, while MACD is bearish in the last
four trading day. RSI is reading 39.16, which is relatively neutral. Money flow index is looking
down, indicating that funds are exiting the market. MACD and CCI are still signaling exit position
now while SO and RSI are still indicating buy.

Last Friday, buying position of the total volume traded that day was 24%, while selling position
was 76%.

Airline Service

Airline Service share price moved 19.69% over the past week on a positive sentiment of
improving financials in a tight business environment to form a saucer chart pattern in recent
time with strong trend.
Traders should watch the uptrend to break out the first blue line resistance level of N3.14 and
second resistance price of N3.36. Any move down to the first support level of N2.66 and second
support level (S2) at N2.54 per share. The stock is trading above its 20 and 50 day moving
average, with strong trend and momentum as ADX is above 20 and +D1 has crossed –D1
reading +70.65 and -13.20 respectively.

Looking at technical indicators, AIRSERVICE closed above the upper band by 35.1%. This
combined with the steep uptrend suggests that the upward trend in prices has a good chance
of continuing. However, a short-term pull-back inside the bands is likely. MACD is bullish for
more than two week at overbought range. RSI is reading 79.12 on overbought region, while
other momentum indicators like SO and CCI are in their overbought range signaling sell. MFI
just turn down, to indicate that funds are leaving the stock with buying volume position of
100% for the week and last Friday.



Eterna Plc

Eterna plc rose by 9.56% higher over the past week on a mixed sentiment to recently breakout
the ascending triangle chart pattern earlier formed. The positive financial and announcement of
the closure date for its 25 kobo dividend are the driving force behind the price rally. Looking at
the ADX that is above 20 which signifies there is strength behind the move.

Traders should watch for a break out to the first resistance level of N3.50 and second resistance
price of N3.68, or down trend to the first support level of N2.93 and second support level (S2)
at N2.81per share. The stock is trading above its 20 and 50-day moving average.

Looking at technical indicators, Eterna plc closed below the upper band by 4.6%. MACD is two
day bearish. RSI is reading 63.64 on a strong region. All other momentum indicators like SO, CCI
and MACD are signaling sell. MFI is looking up, to indicate that funds are entering the stock with
buying volume position of 3% and selling volume of 97%for the week.

Wema Bank



Wema Bank moved 10.53% higher over the past week on a mixed sentiment as it continues to
trend downward making lower lows since the beginning of year, despite several attempts to
rebound.

Traders should watch for a breakout of the descending triangle chart pattern to continue a
down trend to a first resistance level of N0.65 and second resistance of N0.67 or reverse down
to first support level at N0.61 and second support S2 at N0.57 respectively. The stock is trading
below its 20 and 50-Day moving average at N0.63 per share. Strong trend as ADX is above 20

Looking at the technical indicators, Wema Bank closed above the lower band by 30.3%. MACD
is bearish and RSI is reading 43.82, which signifies neutral. All momentum indicators are
signaling buy, except MACD. MFI is looking up, indicating funds are entering the stock. The
weekly buy volume of the total transactions was 100%, while sell position was 0%. Last Friday
buy position was 100%.

CCNN



CCNN moved 14.34% lower over the past week on bearish sentiment to continue its more than
two years down trend despite the seeming low price attraction at the current market value.
Traders should watch for a breakdown of the light blue trend line to first support level of N4.00
and second support level of N3.85 or reverse up to touch first resistance level at N4.94 and the
second resistance level will be at N5.23 per share. The stock is trading below its 20 and 50-Day
moving average at N4.48per share. The current trend is strong.

Looking at the technical indicators, CCNN closed below the lower band by 6.5%. Although
prices have broken the lower band and a downside breakout is possible, the most likely
scenario is for the current trading range that CCNN is in to continue. MACD is still bearish, RSI is
reading 19.13 which is oversold. All the momentum indicators are signaling BUY, except for SO
and MACD. MFI is flat indicating funds are entering nor leaving the stock. The Buy to sell
volume indicator reveal 100% sell volume of the stock.

Presco



Presco's share price over the past week was flat on a mixed sentiment due to its improved
financials in a tight business environment to form a cup and handle chart pattern in the recent
time with strong trend momentum and direction on the weekly and daily ADX are above 20 at
39.50 and 39.24 respectively.
Traders should watch the uptrend to break out the first major resistance level of N 45.30 and
second resistance price of N48.50. Watch also for any move down to the first support level of
N41.30 and second support level (S2) at N38.54 per share. The stock is trading above its 20 and
50-Day moving average.
Looking at technical indicators, Presco closed below the upper band by 24.2%. MACD is bullish,
RSI is reading 65.52 on overbought region, while other momentum indicators like RSI, MACD
and CCI are signaling sell, while SO is indicating buy. MFI is flat, indicating that funds are not
exiting and is not entering the stock at this moment.

ACCESS BANK



Access Bank moved by 4.50% lower over the past week after a sideway ranging to form
symmetrical triangle chart pattern amidst a strong mixed sentiment of buy volume of 46% and
sell position of 54% for the period. Price action has remained below the yellow line with
attempt to break down to continue the down trend or reverse up. The current trend on weekly
and daily time frame is strong since ADX is above 20.

Traders should watch for a break out of the yellow line to a strong resistance level of N5.60 or
reverse down to first support level at N5.16. The bank is trading above its 20 and 50-Day
moving average at N5.30per share.

Looking at the technical indicators, Access Bank closed above the lower band by 5.8%. MACD
has remained bearish for the last two days. RSI is reading 47.74 which signifies neutral. All
momentum indicators are signaling sell. MFI is indicating that funds are exiting the stock. Last
Friday buying position is 33% while selling volume for the total volume traded that was 67%.




